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Abstract

Human monocytes activated by toll-like receptor 2/1 ligand (TLR2/1L) show enhanced expression of the vitamin D receptor (VDR) and the vitamin D-activating enzyme 1α-hydroxylase (CYP27B1). The resulting intracrine conversion of precursor 25-hydroxyvitamin D₃ (25OHD) to active 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D (1,25(OH)₂D) can stimulate expression of antibacterial cathelicidin (CAMP). To determine whether this response is functional in HIV-infected subjects (HIV+), serum from HIV+ subjects pre- and post-vitamin D supplementation was utilized in monocyte cultures with or without TLR2/1L. Expression of CYP27B1 and VDR was enhanced following treatment with TLR2/1L, although this effect was lower in HIV+ vs HIV- serum (p<0.05). CAMP was also lower in TLR2/1L-treated monocytes cultured in HIV+ serum (p<0.01). In a dose study, supplementation of HIV+ subjects with 4,000IU or 7,000IU vitamin D/day increased serum 25OHD from 17.3±8.0 and 20.6±6.2 ng/ml (43 nM and 51 nM) at baseline to 41.1±12.0 and 51.9±23.1 ng/ml (103 nM and 130 nM) after 12 wks (both p<0.001). Greater percent change from baseline 25OHD was significantly associated with enhanced TLR2/1L-induced monocyte CAMP adjusted for baseline expression (p = 0.009). In a randomized placebo-controlled trial, 7,000IU vitamin D/day increased serum 25OHD from 18.0±8.6 to 32.7±13.8 ng/ml (45 nM and 82 nM) after 12 wks. Expression of CAMP increased significantly from
baseline after 52 wks of vitamin D-supplementation. At this time point, TLR2/1L-induced CAMP was positively associated with percent change from baseline in 25OHD (p = 0.029 overall and 0.002 within vitamin D-supplemented only). These data indicate that vitamin D supplementation in HIV-infected subjects can promote improved antibacterial immunity, but also suggest that longer periods of supplementation are required to achieve this.
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1. Introduction

Vitamin D promotes a range of extra-skeletal responses that may impact on diverse aspects of human physiology [1]. Prominent amongst these are the immunomodulatory effects of active 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D (1,25(OH)\(_2\)D), that can influence both innate and adaptive immunity [2, 3]. Responses to 1,25(OH)\(_2\)D are mediated via the nuclear vitamin D receptor (VDR) which is expressed by many immune cells [4]. However, monocytes are particularly important targets for vitamin D because they express the enzyme 25-hydroxyvitamin D-1\(\alpha\)-hydroxylase (CYP27B1) that catalyzes conversion of pro-hormone 25-hydroxyvitamin D (25OHD) to active 1,25(OH)\(_2\)D [5, 6]. The resulting intracrine mechanism plays a pivotal role in innate antibacterial responses, where binding of pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) to monocyte pattern-recognition receptors (PRR) stimulates expression of both VDR and CYP27B1 [7]. Intracrine conversion of 25OHD to 1,25(OH)\(_2\)D by monocytes promotes several antibacterial responses, including enhanced expression of antibacterial proteins [7, 8], induction of autophagy [9, 10], and regulation of intracellular iron homeostasis [11]. These effects appear to be dependent on the availability of substrate 25OHD for intracrine conversion to 1,25(OH)\(_2\)D. As 25OHD is the main circulating form of vitamin D, variations in serum 25OHD status have the potential to influence monocyte antibacterial responses, with vitamin D-deficiency compromising, and vitamin D-supplementation enhancing, antibacterial responses [7, 12].

Vitamin D-induced antimicrobial responses have been reported for several different cell types and may occur in response to a variety of pathogens [3]. In particular, vitamin D-induced antibacterial responses in monocytes have been closely linked to mycobacterial infections such as tuberculosis [13]. The tuberculosis pathogen *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* (*M. tb*) is phagocytosed by monocytes and macrophages, but *M. tb* PAMPs also promote innate immune responses when recognized by PRR such as the toll-like receptor (TLR)2/1 heterodimer [14, 15]. TLR2/1 ligands (TLR2/1L) associated with *M. tb* have been shown to stimulate monocyte expression of CYP27B1 and VDR, with the resulting intracrine induction of the antibacterial protein cathelicidin (CAMP) acting to promote intracellular killing of *M. tb* [7].

These observations provide a mechanistic rationale for the historical link between vitamin D and the treatment of tuberculosis, in which ultraviolet light (the primary mode of vitamin D generation in normal physiology) and cod liver oil (a rich source of dietary vitamin D) were at one time used as a treatment for tuberculosis [16, 17]. More recently, epidemiology has
shown that vitamin D-insufficiency is associated with increased incidence of tuberculosis [18-21], and several clinical trials of vitamin supplementation and tuberculosis have also been reported with varying degrees of success [21-24]. Vitamin D-deficiency is also prevalent in HIV+ subjects where there is increased risk of infection by pathogens such as *M. tb* [25, 26]. Supplemental vitamin D may help to promote antibacterial responses in HIV+ subjects by utilizing intracrine vitamin D pathways [27]. However, vitamin D may also stimulate anti-retroviral responses in the setting of HIV-infection, with a recent study showing that 1,25(OH)2D-induced autophagy in macrophages not only stimulates killing of *M. tb*, but also inhibits replication of HIV [28]. To investigate the possible importance of vitamin D for antibacterial responses in HIV+ subjects, we carried out two vitamin D supplementation trials and used serum from the trial participants to assess monocyte antibacterial activity. Furthermore, we investigated potential differences in anti-bacterial responses in HIV+ subjects compared to healthy control subjects (HIV-) of similar age and serum vitamin D status.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1 Human subjects

Subjects with HIV were recruited from Philadelphia regional urban centers for two vitamin D supplementation trials. Both protocols were approved by Institutional Review Board at CHOP. Written informed consent was obtained from subjects ages 18.0 to 24.9 yrs, emancipated minors presenting for care alone and parents/legal guardians of subjects <18.0 yrs. Healthy control subjects were drawn from two studies, one investigating vitamin D status in subjects with sickle cell disease and one in subjects with renal insufficiency. HIV-control subjects were similar in age and sex to HIV+ subjects. The baseline characteristics of HIV+ subjects from the Dose Study and the RCT compared to the HIV- subjects used in the current analyses are summarized in Supplemental Table 1.

2.2 Vitamin D dose study

Forty-four subjects were recruited from three regional centers and randomized to receive supplemental vitamin D3 at 4000 IU/d (Nutraceutical Science Institute, Lexington, NC) or 7,000 IU/day (NOW Foods, NOW Health Group, Bloomingdale, IL) as described previously [29]. Those unable to swallow capsules took 0.108 mL or 0.189 mL of 1,000 IU/drop vitamin D3 drops (J.R. Carlson Laboratories, Inc. Arlington Heights, IL) in the 4,000 IU or 7,000 IU/day group, respectively. Serum samples were obtained at baseline, and 6 and 12 wks. This trial was registered with ClinicalTrials.gov, number NCT01092338. Eighteen subjects from the Dose Study with baseline 25OHD ≥20 ng/mL were selected as the comparison group for the HIV-control subjects.

2.3 Randomized placebo controlled trial (RCT)

Fifty-eight subjects were recruited from eight regional centers and randomized to either placebo or supplementation with 7,000 IU/day vitamin D3 7000 IU capsules (Life Extension, Fort Lauderdale, FL) in a 1:1 ratio, as described previously [30]. Those unable to swallow capsules took 0.49 mL of 400 IU/drop vitamin D drops (J.R. Carlson Laboratories, Inc. Arlington Heights, IL) or placebo drops. Subjects were enrolled throughout the year,
balanced by season, and participants and study staff were blinded. Serum samples were obtained at baseline, and 12, 24 and 52 wks. This trial was registered with ClinicalTrials.gov, number NCT01475890.

2.4 HIV disease status
For subjects with HIV at each visit, HIV-1 RNA plasma quantitative assay for viral load (copies/mL) was performed (CHOP Laboratory). For CD4%, an HIV specific multicolor flow cytometry immunophenotyping was performed with a Becton Dickinson LSR II flow cytometer and BD FACSDiva software (Becton Dickinson, San Diego, CA) [31]. Medical record reviews documented HIV disease status based upon CDC immunity classification [32, 33], and whether or not subjects were receiving highly active antiretroviral therapy (HAART).

2.5 Quantification of serum vitamin D metabolites and serum CAMP protein
Serum concentrations of 25OHD were determined using liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry (Clinical Laboratory, CHOP) with intra and inter assay coefficients of variation (CV) below 8%. Serum concentrations of 1,25(OH)2D were quantified by radioimmunoassay (Heartland Assays, Ames, Iowa), with inter- and intra-assay CV of 12.6% and 9.8%, respectively. Vitamin D binding protein (DBP) was assessed by enzyme linked immunosorbent assay (R&D Systems, Inc., Minneapolis, MN) with inter- and intra-assay CV below 10%. Free 25OHD not bound to DBP or albumin was calculated using established equations [34]. Serum 25OHD status for health outcomes was defined as sufficient, ≥32 ng/mL; insufficient, 20-31.9 ng/mL; and deficient, <20 ng/mL. Serum concentrations of CAMP protein were analyzed using an ELISA kit (Hycult Biotech Inc., Plymouth Meeting, PA) as described by the manufacturer.

2.6 Cell culture
Ficoll isolated peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) derived from anonymous healthy donors that were screened according to standard blood transfusion protocols were obtained from the Center for AIDS Research (CFAR) Virology Core (supported by the National Institutes of Health award AI-28697 and by the UCLA AIDS Institute and the UCLA Council of Bioscience Resources). PBMCs were cultured as described previously [35]. Briefly, monocytes were enriched by adherence by incubating 5 × 10⁶ PBMCs per well in 12-well plates for 2 hrs in RPMI (Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY) with 1% fetal bovine serum (Omega Scientific, Tarzana, CA). Non-adherent cells were removed by washing with serum-free RPMI. Remaining cells were then cultured overnight in RPMI with 10% subject serum incubated with or without 100 ng/ml Pam3CSK4 (InvivoGen, San Diego, CA), a synthetic TLR2/1 ligand. After 24 hr incubation, media was aspirated and RNA isolated.

2.7 RNA isolation and quantitative real-time PCR
RNA was isolated by Trizol (Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY) extraction and cDNA was synthesized by Super Script III Reverse Transcriptase (Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY) according to manufacturer protocol utilizing random primers. qPCR analysis was
performed on a MX-3005P (Agilent, Santa Clara, CA) instrument utilizing TaqMan system reagents (Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY) as described previously [35]. Primer/probe combinations used to amplify target cDNAs were as follows: \textit{CAMP} (Hs00189038\_m1), \textit{CYP27B1} (Hs00168017\_m1), \textit{VDR} (Hs00172113\_m1), \textit{CYP24A1} (Hs00167999\_m1) eukaryotic 18S rRNA probe/primer (part number 4319413E) as the internal calibrator, and TaqMan Master Mix (part number 4324020). All cDNAs were amplified under the following conditions: 50°C for 2 min; 95°C for 10 min followed by 45 cycles of 95°C for 15 sec and 60°C for 1 min. Data were initially generated as \( \Delta \text{Ct} \) values (cycle threshold for PCR amplification of target gene minus cycle threshold for amplification of housekeeping gene) for each target gene for vehicle (\( \Delta \text{CtV} \)) and TLR2/1L (\( \Delta \text{CtT} \)) treatments. Results for the comparison between HIV+ and HIV- subjects are shown as fold-change in mRNA expression for each target gene following treatment of monocytes with TLR2/1L, where fold-change was calculated according to the equation \( 2^{\Delta \text{CtV} - \delta \text{CtT}} \) \( (2^{\Delta \text{ΔCtT}}) \). For the longitudinal analyses in each study, RT-PCR analyses were carried out in batches in which all RNA samples for a particular subject across the supplementation period were analyzed together to minimize intra-assay variation. For regression analyses of \textit{CAMP} expression, unadjusted \( \Delta \text{ΔCtT} \) values for gene expression were used as these values were normally distributed.

### 2.8 Statistical analysis

Statistical analyses were performed using STATA 12.0 and 13.0 (STATA, Inc, College Station, TX). RNA (copies/mL) required transformation as \( \log_{10} \). In descriptive statistics, continuous variables are presented as mean \( \pm \) SD. For monocyte gene expression in serum from HIV+ versus HIV- participants data were analyzed by Mann-Whitney Rank Sum tests, with \( p \) values \(< 0.05 \) considered statistically significant. Spearman rank correlation coefficients were used to determine the relationship between serum 25OHD and other markers of vitamin D status (DBP, free 25OHD and 1,25(OH)\(_2\)D) at each time point.

Generalized estimating equation (GEE) regression analysis was used to determine the change in vitamin D metabolites and \textit{CAMP} mRNA expression over time for the two dose groups in the Dose Study and for the vitamin D supplementation and placebo groups in the RCT. We chose to perform GEE analysis to take advantage of our longitudinal data, to expand upon the significant changes found by the Wilcoxon signed-rank test, and to avoid multiple comparisons using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test repeatedly. The GEE regression is an expansion of the linear regression, assessing the correlation between outcome and predictors across time points and accounting for the correlation of repeated measures within participants. Multivariable GEE regression was used to assess the relationship between changes in \textit{CAMP} mRNA expression and changes in 25OHD in the dose-finding study. For the RCT, multivariable linear regression was used to assess the relationship of changes in \textit{CAMP} mRNA expression and changes in 25OHD at 52 weeks since \textit{CAMP} expression was only increased at this time point. The change in 25OHD was expressed as a continuous variable of the percent change from baseline 25OHD. Covariates evaluated in these models included age, sex, race (black vs other), on/off HAART, and whether RNA viral load was detectable baseline. \( p \) values \(< 0.05 \) were considered significant.
3. Results

3.1 Characteristics of HIV+ and HIV- patient cohorts

HIV+ subjects in the Dose Study (n=40) and the RCT (n=56) and healthy control subjects (n=20) were similar in age, sex and racial background to subjects with HIV+, however, a greater proportion of HIV+ subjects had 25OHD deficiency (Supplemental Table 1). Approximately half of HIV+ subjects had detectable RNA viral load and 75% were receiving highly active anti-retroviral therapy (HAART) at the time of the study.

3.2 Induction of 25OHD and 1,25(OH)\(_2\)D metabolism (CYP27B1 and CYP24A1) and VDR expression in monocytes cultured with HIV+ and HIV- serum

Serum from HIV+ subjects at baseline and from age-matched HIV- control subjects was used in \textit{ex vivo} cultures of human monocytes obtained from healthy HIV- donors. For this comparison, HIV+ subjects were restricted to those from the Dose Study with 25(OH)D ≥20 ng/ml (n=18) to match the vitamin D status of HIV- subjects. Data in Figure 1 indicate that monocyte exposure to TLR2/1L in HIV- serum culture, stimulated expression of mRNA for VDR (3.5-fold) and CYP27B1 (9.3-fold), but suppressed expression of CYP24A1 (0.5-fold). A similar pattern was observed for monocytes cultured in HIV+ serum, with expression of mRNA for VDR (3.5-fold) and CYP27B1 (4.1-fold) being enhanced, whilst CYP24A1 (0.6-fold) was suppressed. There was significantly higher expression of CYP27B1 in TLR2/1L-treated cells cultured with HIV- serum relative to HIV+ serum (p=0.047), but no difference in TLR2/1L-induced VDR or CYP24A1. As previously reported [12], TLR2/1L suppressed monocyte expression of mRNA for the antibacterial protein CAMP. However, this effect was more pronounced with HIV+ serum relative to HIV- serum (p=0.004). Further analysis of TLR2/1L-induced monocyte CYP27B1 in the current study did not reveal any significant difference HIV+ subjects receiving or not receiving HAART (results not shown).

3.3 Effect of vitamin D supplementation in vivo on serum concentrations of 25OHD, free 25OHD, and 1,25(OH)\(_2\)D in HIV+ subjects (Dose Study)

As previously reported [29], the Dose Study resulted in a significant increase in HIV+ subject serum concentrations of 25OHD following supplementation with either 4,000 IU/day or 7,000 IU/day vitamin D. As shown in Figure 2A, Baseline serum 25OHD concentrations of 17.3±8.0 ng/ml and 20.6±6.2 ng/ml (43 nM and 51 nM) respectively, increased by wk 6 of supplementation to 41.1±12.0 ng/ml (103 nM) (p<0.001) in subjects receiving 4,000 IU/day vitamin D, and 51.9±23.1 ng/ml (130 nM) (p<0.001) in subjects receiving 7,000 IU/day vitamin D. Neither supplementation group showed a further increase in serum 25OHD at 12 wks. Analysis of serum DBP concentrations showed no significant change in the level of this protein throughout the Dose Study (data not shown), and DBP concentrations did not correlate with serum concentrations of 25OHD (Supplemental Figure 1). As a consequence, estimated levels of free 25OHD also increased following vitamin D supplementation (Figure 2B) and correlated with serum levels of total 25OHD (Supplemental Figure 1). At wk 6, subjects supplemented with 7,000 IU/day vitamin D showed higher free 25OHD relative to subjects supplemented with 4,000 IU/day vitamin D, but this difference was not observed at wk 12 (Figure 2B).
In the Dose Study, baseline 1,25(OH)\(_2\)D concentrations of 44.4±20.6 and 45.9±20.1 pg/ml (107 pM and 100 pM) in the 4,000 and 7,000 IU/day supplementation groups, respectively increased to 77.3±45.4 pg/ml and 66.4±33.5 pg/ml (186 pM and 160 pM) by wk 6 (Figure 2C). As with 25OHD, there was no further increase in serum 1,25(OH)\(_2\)D after 12 wks of supplementation. Serum concentrations of 1,25(OH)\(_2\)D correlated with serum concentrations of 25OHD at baseline (wk 0) and wk 12 (Supplemental Figure 1).

### 3.4 Effect of vitamin D supplementation in vivo on expression of CAMP in monocytes cultured with HIV+ serum (Dose Study)

Data in Figure 1 indicated that serum from HIV+ subjects can support a functional system for activation of 25OHD, and 1,25(OH)\(_2\)D-VDR-mediated induction of CAMP in monocytes. At wk 6 and wk 12 of the Dose Study, serum from HIV+ subjects supplemented with 7,000 IU vitamin D/day supported higher levels of TLR2/1L-induced CAMP mRNA relative to baseline sera (Figure 2D). A similar response was also observed for serum from subjects receiving 4,000 IU vitamin D/day, but this effect was only significant after 12 wks of vitamin D supplementation. GEE regression analysis showed that the change in CAMP expression from baseline was positively associated with the percent change in 25OHD from baseline, adjusted for baseline CAMP expression (p = 0.009, Table 1A). Other covariates tested (age, HIV acquisition group, gender, black race, HIV RNA detection at baseline, and therapeutic use of anti-retroviral drugs) were not significantly associated with the change from baseline CAMP expression.

### 3.5 Effect of vitamin D supplementation in vivo on serum concentrations of 25OHD, free 25OHD and 1,25(OH)\(_2\)D in HIV+ subjects (RCT)

As previously reported [30], baseline serum 25OHD concentrations of 18.0±8.6 ng/ml (45 nM) in the RCT showed no significant change in the placebo group across the 52 wks of the study (Figure 3A). By contrast, supplementation with 7,000 IU vitamin D/day significantly increased serum 25OHD to 32.7 ± 13.8 ng/ml (82 nM) after 12 wks (p<0.001), and 27.4±19.3 ng/ml (68 nM) after 52 wks (p<0.01) (Figure 3A). Following supplementation, baseline 1,25(OH)\(_2\)D concentrations of 32.1 ± 11.3 pg/ml (77 pM) increased to 43.1±15.9 pg/ml (104 pM) (wk 12) and 41.8±14.3 pg/ml (100 pM) (wk 24) (both p<0.001), but levels at wk 52 (32.4±10.5 pg/ml, 78 pM) were not significantly different from either baseline or wk 52 placebo-treated subjects (Figure 3C).

### 3.6 Effect of vitamin D supplementation in vivo on expression of CAMP in monocytes cultured with HIV+ Serum (Randomized Control Study [RCT])

Induction of monocyte CAMP expression by TLR2/1L using serum from the RCT was not significantly different from wk 0 relative to wk 52 of the study when using serum from placebo-treated subjects (Figure 3D). There was also no significant change in CAMP when using serum from vitamin D-supplemented subjects at wk 12 and wk 24. However, serum from vitamin D supplemented subjects at wk 52 showed significantly higher induction of CAMP mRNA relative to baseline (p < 0.05). Linear regression analysis showed that CAMP expression at this time point was significantly associated with the percent change from baseline 25OHD, independent of baseline CAMP expression and age in all participants (p =
0.029, $R^2 = 0.41$) and in analyses limited to vitamin D-supplemented participants ($p = 0.002, R^2 = 0.69$). Use/non-use of HAART did not predict CAMP mRNA outcomes in either the Dose Study or the RCT (results not shown).

4. Discussion

Vitamin D-deficiency is common to populations across the globe [36], but appears to be particularly prevalent in subjects with HIV [37-39]. The underlying cause of this has yet to be fully defined and likely includes general factors commonly associated with vitamin D-deficiency such as seasonal and skin pigmentation variations that affect epidermal synthesis of vitamin D by UV light. However, additional HIV-specific factors may further compromise vitamin D status in HIV+ subjects, notably possible effects of the anti-retroviral drugs that are routinely used as therapy in HIV+ subjects [38-41]. Whilst this has immediate implications for the management of classical physiological responses to vitamin D such as the regulation of bone and mineral metabolism [41-43], increased awareness of non-classical, extra-skeletal effects of vitamin D suggests that vitamin D-deficiency has a much wider impact on the health of those infected with HIV.

Recent reports have described association between vitamin D-deficiency and circulating markers of inflammation in HIV+ subjects [44], but in other HIV+ cohorts this effect was not observed [45]. In the current study, we investigated the impact of serum 25OHD concentrations, before and after vitamin D supplementation, on innate antibacterial immune responses in children and young adults with HIV. An initial strategy was to assess the effect of vitamin D supplementation on circulating levels of the antibacterial protein CAMP in HIV+ patients. Data in Supplemental Figure 2 showed that even after 12 weeks of vitamin D supplementation, which elevated serum 25OHD concentrations by more than 2-fold, there was no change in serum concentrations of CAMP. These data were not entirely unexpected given that neutrophils are the major source of circulating CAMP in humans [46]. As neutrophils do not appear to express CYP27B1, it is unlikely that these cells will respond to changes in serum 25OHD concentrations, and thus measurement of this parameter may have little value in defining the immune impact of vitamin D supplementation. Instead, we hypothesized that serum 25OHD is more important for localized synthesis of 1,25(OH)$_2$D by cells such as macrophages which encounter and internalize key pathogens such as $M. tb$.

In the current study, we therefore utilized an ex vivo human monocyte cell culture model to assess the potential for enhanced antibacterial responses following in vivo supplementation with vitamin D.

The ability of vitamin D to promote monocyte antibacterial responses to a pathogenic challenge such as infection with $M. tb$ or exposure to PAMPs such as the TLR2/1L ligand PAM3CysK is dependent, in part, on the induction of an intracrine vitamin D system [3, 7]. Monocytes cultured in serum from HIV+ and HIV- subjects showed similar patterns of TLR2/1L-induced VDR, CYP27B1, CYP24A1, and CAMP mRNA expression, but it was notable that the TLR2/1L effects on CYP27B1 and CAMP were enhanced in HIV- subjects relative to HIV+ subjects of similar serum 25OHD status. This effect does not appear to be a generalized insensitivity to the TLR2/1L as VDR and CYP24A1 expression was similar in the HIV+ and HIV- monocyte cultures. Rather these data suggest a specific impairment of
CYP27B1 induction, and resulting intracrine induction of CAMP. In this setting, the ability of HIV+ serum to support optimal antibacterial responses may be further compromised by low serum levels of 25OHD that are frequently observed in HIV+ subjects [26].

One possible explanation for the impaired induction of CYP27B1 in HIV+ subjects is that anti-retroviral use by these subjects may inhibit monocyte responses to vitamin D [47]. In previous reports the effect of anti-retroviral drugs was only studied in the context of 1,25(OH)_2D production, whereas data presented in the current study indicate that TLR2/1L-induction of the CYP27B1 transcript is impaired in HIV+ serum. Not all of the HIV+ subjects in our study were undergoing anti-retroviral therapy, and further analysis of TLR2/1L-induced monocyte CYP27B1 in the current study did not reveal any significant difference in TLR2/1L-induction of monocyte CYP27B1 in HIV+ subjects receiving or not receiving anti-retroviral therapy. There was also no consistent effect of anti-retroviral therapy on TLR2/1L-mediated regulation of CAMP in either the Dose Study or the RCT, although in both cases this may be due to the relatively low numbers of subjects not receiving anti-retroviral therapy.

Apart from the presence of anti-retroviral drugs, the impaired induction of CYP27B1 and associated CAMP in monocytes cultured in HIV+ serum may also be due to alterations in endogenous circulating factors. Studies by our group and others have demonstrated that factors associated with adaptive immune response to infection act to fine-tune TLR2/1L-induced CYP27B1 expression and activity in monocytes. These include inflammatory cytokines such as interleukin-15 [48], interferon γ [49, 50], and IL-4 [49]. It is possible that changes in T cell populations associated with HIV infection will lead to alterations in some of the circulating factors detailed above. This, in turn, may lead to dysregulation of monocyte intracrine vitamin D function in HIV+ patients, further exacerbating the underlying effects of vitamin D-deficiency associated with HIV [27].

In addition to activation of intracrine CYP27B1 and VDR, induction of monocyte antibacterial responses by vitamin D requires optimal availability of substrate 25OHD for the CYP27B1 enzyme. Subjects for HIV+ vs HIV- comparison were chosen to have similar serum 25OHD concentrations at baseline (data not shown), further emphasizing the link between impaired TLR2/1L-induction of CYP27B1 in monocytes with HIV+ serum, and expression of CAMP in these cells. We therefore postulated that this defect in antibacterial response could be abrogated through increased circulating levels of 25OHD in the HIV+ subjects. As previously reported [29, 30], both the Dose Study and the RCT were successful in elevating serum 25OHD concentrations by approximately 2-fold to 30-50 ng/ml (approximately 75-125 nM). In the Dose Study enhanced TLR2/1L-induced CAMP expression relative to baseline was demonstrated at 12 weeks for the 4000 IU/day group and at both 6 and 12 weeks for the 7000 IU/day group. Percent change from baseline in 25OHD was significantly related to the change from baseline CAMP expression. In the RCT, enhanced CAMP expression was only demonstrated at 52 weeks in the D3 supplemented group, and the change from baseline expression at this time was significantly related to the percent change in 25OHD from baseline. The difference between the CAMP responsiveness in the two studies may be attributable to the more robust 25OHD response in the Dose Study. In both studies, the rise in 25OHD appeared to precede that in CAMP expression,
particularly in the RCT. The over-arching conclusion from these data is that enhanced monocyte responses to TLR2/1 challenge following vitamin D-supplementation are related to, but not exclusively dependent on serum concentrations of 25OHD.

It is possible that relatively small increases in serum 25OHD may be sufficient to promote antibacterial responses provided there is sufficient induction of the monocyte intracrine vitamin D system. Analysis of TLR2/1L-induced CYP27B1 mRNA showed no significant difference in expression at wk 12 and wk 52 of the RCT (data not shown). Thus differential induction of CAMP at these time points, despite similar serum 25OHD, is not due to temporal differences in the ability of TLR2/1L to induce activation of 25OHD. Another possible explanation is that supplementation at different time points is associated with different levels of free 25OHD. Systemic transport of 25OHD is mediated primarily via serum DBP, but in vitro DBP acts to attenuate 25OHD bioavailability for cells such as monocytes [35], with cellular uptake of 25OHD occurring via the so-called Free-Hormone Hypothesis [51]. In the current study it was interesting to note that serum concentrations of DBP did not vary significantly with vitamin D supplementation, leading to a concomitant rise in concentrations of free serum 25OHD (Figure 2B and 3B) that correlated with total serum 25OHD concentrations (Supplemental Figure 1).

Serum concentrations of 1,25(OH)2D were also enhanced following vitamin D supplementation, with one exception, wk 52 of the RCT. The reason for this remains unclear but the data nevertheless underline the potential for ‘uncoupling’ of serum concentrations of 25OHD and 1,25(OH)2D, despite the close correlation between these two metabolites in baseline serum (Supplemental Figure 1). Moreover, the fact that serum from vitamin D-supplemented HIV+ subjects at wk 52 supported enhanced TLR2/1L-induced monocyte CAMP with levels of 1,25(OH)2D that were no different from the placebo, suggests that circulating levels of this vitamin D metabolite are not essential for vitamin D-induced antibacterial immunity. This endorses the central hypothesis that immune responses to vitamin D are driven by localized intracrine synthesis of 1,25(OH)2D, with the expression of CYP27B1 and availability of substrate 25OHD being the key determinant of this mechanism [5].

Data presented in this study confirm that in vivo supplementation with vitamin D has the potential to enhance antibacterial immune responses in HIV+ subjects despite apparent impairment of intracrine CYP27B1 expression by circulating factors in these subjects. Similar vitamin D supplementation trials in HIV- subjects will help to clarify whether elevated serum 25OHD is more effective in supporting antibacterial responses in the absence of viral infection. To better define the impact of HIV on vitamin D-mediated antibacterial responses, it will also be important to assess monocytes isolated from HIV+ subjects before and after vitamin D supplementation. Finally, in future studies it will be interesting to assess other antibacterial targets for vitamin D such as β-defensin 2 [8] or hepcidin [11]. The over-arching objective will be to provide a clearer rationale for routine monitoring of vitamin D status in HIV+ patients, and maintenance of adequate serum concentrations of 25OHD through vitamin D supplementation.
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**Highlights**

- Vitamin D-deficiency is common in patients with HIV infection
- Vitamin D-deficiency may compromise antibacterial responses in patients with HIV
- HIV sera support monocyte intracrine vitamin D system but less than healthy controls
- Raised serum 25OHD in HIV patients enhances antibacterial cathelicidin ex vivo
- Raise serum 25OHD is more effective when maintained for longer periods
Figure 1. Expression of the vitamin D intracrine system and antibacterial cathelicidin in monocytes cultured in serum from HIV+ and HIV- patients

Human monocytes from normal healthy donors were cultured in serum (10%) from age-matched HIV+ or HIV- donors in the presence or absence of a toll-like receptor 2/1 ligand (TLR2/1L), PAM3CysK for 24 hrs. Total RNA from these cultures was then used to assess expression of: mRNA for *CYP27B1*, *VDR*, *CYP24A1*, and *CAMP*. Data are shown as fold-change in TLR2/1L-treated cells relative to vehicle-treated controls cells for each gene ± SE. * = HIV+ statistically different from HIV- subjects, p<0.05; ** p<0.01.
Figure 2. Effect of vitamin D supplementation in HIV+ participants on serum concentrations of vitamin D metabolites and ex vivo CAMP mRNA expression (dose study)

2A) serum concentrations of 25OHD in HIV+ participants receiving 4,000 IU/day (n = 21) or 7,000 IU/day (n = 19) vitamin D supplement; 2B) serum concentrations of calculated free 25OHD; 2C) serum concentrations of 1,25(OH)\(_2\)D; 2D) CAMP mRNA expression.

Statistically different, *p <0.05 compared to baseline, **p <0.01 compared to baseline, ***p <0.001 compared to baseline.
Figure 3. Effect of vitamin D supplementation in HIV+ participants on serum concentrations of vitamin D metabolites and ex vivo CAMP mRNA expression (RCT)

3A) serum concentrations of 25OHD in HIV+ participants receiving 7,000 IU/day vitamin D supplement (S; n = 29) or placebo (P; n = 27); 3B) serum concentrations of calculated free 25OHD; 3C) serum concentrations of 1,25(OH)_{2}D; 2D) CAMP mRNA expression. *p <0.05 compared to baseline, **p <0.01 compared to baseline, *** p<0.001 compared to baseline.
Table 1
Regression analysis of the effect of change from baseline 25OHD on CAMP mRNA expression

a) GEE Regression Analysis in the Dose Study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Beta</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline CAMP (δ5Ct)</td>
<td>-0.469</td>
<td>[-0.716, -0.223]</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% change in 25OHD</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>[0.000, 0.002]</td>
<td>0.009</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b) Multivariable Linear Regression at 52 weeks in the Randomized Controlled Trial

Supplemented + Placebo (n = 48) Model R^2 = 0.41

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Beta</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline age (years)</td>
<td>0.066</td>
<td>[0.003, 0.129]</td>
<td>0.042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline CAMP (δ5Ct)</td>
<td>-0.379</td>
<td>[-0.546, -0.213]</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% change in 25OHD</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>[0.000, 0.007]</td>
<td>0.029</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Supplemented Only (n = 25) Model R^2 = 0.69

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Beta</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline age (years)</td>
<td>0.097</td>
<td>[0.035, 0.160]</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline CAMP (δ5Ct)</td>
<td>-0.419</td>
<td>[-0.593, -0.245]</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% change in 25OHD</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>[0.002, 0.007]</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>